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Figure r. Erik Ellegaard Frederiken
in his studio, rgg+- d6 ?

I Amalienborg: Four similar palaces
around an octagonal square in Copenhagen.
One olNorthern Europe's foremost rococo
monuments. Designed by Nicolai Eigtved.
The Royal residence since 1794.

2 Throughout this paper I will use Erik
Ellegaard Frederfuen's initials rr'r as an
abbreviation for his two surnames as well
as forename.
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In front of the troops

'Never get down to the left wing- stand in front of the troops and fly
your colours.' After the lieutenant ofThe Royal Guard at Amalienborgl
has conducted the Danish colours out, he promptly finds his place to the
Ieft of the forces. The major stays in front. These words, his åther's military
words, were Erik Ellegaard Frederil<sen's greeting when I first met him in
his studio in Fiolstræde in t}le centre of Copenhagen a few days before
his Toth birthday.

To stand in front of the troops and fly Danish colours is what EEF2 has
used as his motivation, both as typographe4 graphic designer and writer.
He has, with his work as a book designer and autho4 left his mark on the
modern Danishtook. From rg5o when he returned to Copenhagen from
London and Penguin Books, where he had worked as an assistant toJan
Gchichold, his functional book typography became well known, outside
Denmark also. His work has since added qualiry and power to publications
from Danish as well as Scandinavian publishers.

His book design is disciplined and full of insight. The characteristics
of his design are notjust'form follows function'but'form follows function'
where form å a function. Ellegaard Frederilcsen's overall governing prin-
ciple has been to find the point of intersection between function and form.
It is a design where the function is distincdy interpreted and expressed -
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Figure z. Ellegaard Frederiken's logorype

denoting the letten E and F.

3'Danmarks Nationalbank'
is never translated to English.

4 Danmarks Nationalbanks

Jubilæumsfond af r968
5 Thorvald Bindesbøll (r846-tgo8):

Danish architect and designer who
enhanced the reputation ofDanish craft
and design; awarded the gold medal for
furniture design in Paris in r9oo. He is

today perhaps best remembered for his

frank Art Nouveau lettering on the
labels of Carlsberg's beer bottles.

6 Det Kongelige Danskc Kunstakademi
7 Foreningen for Boghaandværk
B Den Grafiske Højskole
9 Thc Danish tide of the conference;

Bogstavet, Billedet, Budskabet - Tradition
og fornyelse.

l0 Erik Ellegaard Frederiksen, Bogsøaelr!

talt EEF (Copenhagen 1994) Writings
selected byJørgen Harne and designed

by Colin Banls, Banks and Miles, London.
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the simple and plain obtain valuc on the basis of the technical starting-
point and by serving readers' demands to the highest standards. Ellegaard
Frederiksen's booktypography is the servantwhich the reader does not
observe. His point ofview, like Beatrice Warde's, is that reading is a subcon-

scious process and because ofthat typography should be invisible. A typo-
grapher has to be humble with his means. Howweq depending on the taslq

he sometimes also has to be an entertainet who can project a message and
add something himse[, to emphasise the meaning of the printed word.

A lot of ern's worla as well as aspects of his life as a graphic designer,

were noted and celebrated in connection with his Toth birthday on z9 April
rgg4. That same day, on my 6rst visit to the artist's studio, he received gift-
money from Danmarks Nationalbank's3 Anniversary Foundation of 1968l
A few days later the Bindesbølls medal was also conferred on him by the

Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts.6 From ro-t t May r9g4 The Society
for Bookcrafti and The Graphic College ofDenmarks held a conference

which discussed 'The Lætter form, The Picture, The Message - in tradition
and renewal'e as a tribute to rsr's birthday. The conference gathered
almost too participane while amongst some of the foreign guests were;

type designer Max Caflisch from Zurich, designer Colin Banks from
I-ondon and type designer George Abrams from Nerv York.

Besides his work as a designer EEF has been, and is, an active writer and
debater in newspapers and journals. He is a man with strong opinions and
a keen eye for finding weakness. His articles, about aesthetics in our daily
life, discuss all sorts of things, including book typography, car number-
plates, road and tra{fic signs, political posters, ecclesiastical decoration, uni-
forms of the postal service and stamps. His criticism, rvhich may sow

division among colleagues, is stated in clear arguments, founded on facts

and always worthy of consideration. In discussions rsr is his friends' friend
and his enemies' enemy. With all his experience he supports his friends in
debate, whilst with his sharp pen he attacks those with different poins of
view. Behind his clarity and perspicacity is above all the power of obser-

vation and of finding solutions, which has been developed by one who

has had his own fingers on the drawing board, as well as the benefits

ofa proper education.

A sample ofsome of EEF's more than 4oo articles and contributions to

debates, were gathered in book form and published in celebration of his

Toth birthday. The publication Bogstaulig talt, EEFto [Literally pronounced,
EEF] is a compilation of his intelligent reflections and provocations which
produce pleasure and delight amongst his great crowd of admirers and
friends, most of them unknown to EEF himselfl

The material for this dissertation comes from EEF'S vast archives and

collections. Artworla, prints and articles - everything has been carefirlly

cut down to the minimum and archived. Most of the books designed by
him are to be found in his library! The archives at Err's studio are the sum

ofhis work. It is also a great documentation of an era of graphic design at

its highest standard. His works, both graphic and written, represent a

fine period. A period I am grateful to have been given access to.
From EEF's vast archives and collections I have unfortunatelybeen

constrained to make a selection. To choose has been a dilEcult task, but
necessary as this work would have expanded out of all proportion and
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ended up being impossible to survey both for me and for the reader. As the
books and most of the articles written by mr are in Danish, I have chosen
to present the non Danish reader with an English ranslation of the titles

[within brackets] to give an idea of the breadth of subject matter discussed.
However the translation of the titles is my own and though I have tried to
keep them as literal as possible, nnr should not bc blamed for them.

The risk ofpersonal involvement and over-enthusiasm can arways result
in an incorrect balance ofviews and to be objective has perhaps proved
diIficult. objectivity has been a central aim for me. Another aim has been
to do justice to the honesry openness and patience fer has shown in
assisting with my questions and research.
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Earlyyears ry2+-+3
On zg April lgz4 Erik Ellegaard Frederiksen was born. It was a feeble
and delicate boy who saw the light of day, nine months after his parents,
wedding. He grew up in a respectable and solid home, characterised by
two parents of dilrering natures. His mothe r played the piano a little and
his father sang and did water-colour paintings on Sundaln, as well as
planning waste water systems as extra work in the evening.

Ellegaard Frederiksen's åther was from vesterbro, a working class dis-
trict of copenhagen. He was educated at a Danish Armyrtraining school
and joined an Engineering Regiment2 after completing h;s education. In
his service during the First world war he was stationed on the small island
ofAlbuen, the remotest island in the Nakskov Fjord. Here for the first time
he met the girl who would later become his wife, when they met again in
Copenhagen about ten years after.

Albuen, a small flat island, became EEF's childhood paradise. A few
houses were grouped together but otherwise there was just grass and the
singing of the wind in the telephone wires - audible when you placed your
ear to the post. The shriek of the gulls above the sand banla, and the mail
boat that put in with supplies from the nea.rest town, Nakskov. Everything
was interesting and dillerent- undestroyed in the eyes of ayoung
Copenhagener.

In rgeg the family moved from an apartment in the city, out to
Frederiksberg on the outer edge of copenhagen. The day after moving e r,r
caught pneumonia, at that time a fatal illness, due to the non-existence of
penicillin. He was operated on for pneumonia and a boil in the lung. when
his father came to see him the following morning, he was certain his son
was no longer alive, but enr did recover and after only four months his
strength returned.

His whole childhood and adolescence was dogged bywhooping-cough
and bronchitis. It was a spindly boy that first started primary school, at the
age of eight. Due to frequent illness both his education and contact with his
fellows was continually interrupted. when EEF started at Frederilsberg
Grammar School his studies had a leaning towards mathematics. The time
he spent there is described by him as 'a wandering in the wilderness,. Dull
material was presented in a dull manner by lecturers, nor did the students
get much information about the world outside the classroom. The outbreak
of the Second World War was only noticed by the students due to ration
cards and the dispersal of German bicycle troops.

Happywas the daywhen he could finallyput the college student's cap on
his head and run around the statue of Frederik VI in Frederiksberg Gardens



I Det Kongelige Danske Kunstakademi
2 Charlottenborg: Palace in Netherlandic

baroque on Kongens Nyorv in Copenhagen,
built in 167z-83. Since r75o it has been the
residence for the Academy.

3 Thomas Havning (rBgr-r976): Architect
educated at The Royal Danish Academy in
Copenhagcn. Royal Building Contractor
from 1944-6r.

4 Kernehuset in Valby Langgade: One
of the finest examples of an one-family selG

contained housc in two stores. Designed
byHavning.
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The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts 1943-46

The end ofAugust rg43 stands as a turning-point in Erik Ellegaard
Frederilsen's education. It was with high expectations of fulfilment that
he started in the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts'r architectual section
at Charlottenborgz in Copenhagen, after completing a succesfi-rl entry
test. Now he was going to draw- as his father had done! His education
was divided into two parts. A two year preparatory course followed by
the main school. At the preparatory school the students were initiated
into technical details as well as training to be accurate in working on paper
with both pencil and ink. The education included free-hand drawing and
sketching as well as copying of the roman capital. This, eBF has since
described as 'an exercise that sharpened the eye more than anything else',

It was a school that taught its students craftmanship, focusing on artistic
and academic subject matter as well as initiating new lines of thought and
giving them an intellectual basis. The teacher that came to mean most to
EEF was the head of the preparatory school, Steen Eiler Rasmussen. His
weekly lecture in architecture and design was for rBr a great experience

and a mayor influence.

During the first year the students did not notice much of the war. In
their spare time, the 20 students could meet, sing and play jazz gøitar,
but things were to change and the beginning of the second year started
with a notice that students from other Nazi occupied countries had been

removed from their schools. In Ig33 the Bauhaus School of Design had
been closed and as Nazi Germanyexpanded its territory manymore
schools in other occupied countries had been targets for the new regime.

Art and art schools which did not fulfill the Nazi concept of art, were

often considered anti-social from theirpoint ofview. Due to this menace,

the management of the Academy decided to suspend all education at

Charlottenborg with the idea of continuing the training at the lectures'

private homes. Ellegaard Frederilcsen soon realised that itwould be a

waste of time to persuc an unstructured education. fu, early in life, he

was already a man of action, he soon found another way.

When EEF was at Frederiksberg grammar school he had shared a
class with the son of the Royal Building Contractor Thomas Havningl
Ellegaard Frederiksen now sought his class-mate's father at Kernehuseta

in Valby; where he was allowed to start as an apprentice in architecture.
The work at Havning's studio was described by rEF as 'craft traditions,
enlightened with simplified lines of thought'. The conditions for the young
trainee were beneficial but humbling, for example a colleague commentid,
' I would sit more pleasantly on Ellegaard's chair if he removed his jacket.'



5 Vimmelskaftet: today a part of Strøget,
the main pedestrian street in Copenhagen.

6 Frikorps Danmark a military troop
ofabout rooo Danish volunteers under the
command ofthe German Walfen SS. Bunded
in the summer of rg4r, shortly after the
German attack on the Soviet Union, with
the defence ofthe Eastern front as a priority.

7Jørgen Grønborg Hansen, was edu-
cated as an architect and visiting lecturer at
the Academy. In the late 4os he moved to
New York [724 Fift Avenue] to work as

m æchitect.
B Published by Det Schønbergske Forlag
9 Published by Danmarks Kristelige

Gymnasiastbcvæge lse
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The time at Havning's studio gave EEF more than the Academy could.
He learned how a studio worked in practice and used it as the basis for his
own.'There was the essential and the sufncient as well as a healthy and
sober system oforder.'

In spring rg45 EEF changed to the shop fittingfirm Allanco's studio
at Vimmelskaftets in the heart of Copenhagen. The working method
here was rather different compared to that of Havning's. At the newplace
only soft pencil on thin drafting paper was used. The mate rials required
a working me thod whereby T-rulers, setsquares and hands never touched
the surface of the paper. It was also a more commercial environment. Able
salesmen gave the clients what they thought they needed, and came back
to the studio with orders as well as good profits. Ellegaard Frederilsen was
allowed to try out many dilferent tasks. None of the others knew much
about lettering and EEF, who already had an interest in the field, was
allowed to draw letters for signs in full size. These were gigantic drawings
that had to be retouched - a useful and instructive work.

It was also in Ælanco's studio on the first floor in Vimmelskaftet that EEF

saw, within a few months of each otheq Frilorps Danmarks6 marching with
the Danish colours and Montgomery's arrival, standing in the Royal car.

After the war, EEF started his second and final yrar in the Academy's
preparatory school, a year later than his former class-mates and with a year
of intervening work experience. He felt it good to come back to a school
where he learnt so much and enjoyed himself too. His previous school days

of absence and defeatwere converted into a zest for life at the Academy
The main school started with the third academic year. A month into the

new studies the students were taught the architects' standardised lettering
byJørgen Grønborg HansenJ Ellegaard Frederilsen had always admired
his book covers:8 'of first-rate graphic design, where the lettering occured
so perfecdy and the letter shapes were used to great effect'. By this time nrr
had an interest in typography and lettering both from the Academy and
his work experience. He had also been responsible for the typography
and partly for the editing of a religious Danish grammar school periodical,
CymnasinstbkdeLe Moreover, his åther, who did lettering for calligraphic
addresses and had the finest English hand, had a great influence on
this interest.

Ellegaard Frederilsen told Grønborg Hansen about his interest, who
then said that if he really was interested in lettering there was just one
place to go - and that place was Gunnar Biilmann Petersen's studio. It
was no sooner said than done. On his way home that same day eEn passed

All6gade 4 and pulled the door bell. A few days later he was olfered a start-
ing post at 2.5o dKr an hour. He could learn skills and make money at the
same time - but what about the main school at the Academy? Ellegaard
Frederilcsen contacted Steen Eiler Rasmussen, who gave him a talk about
how'to choose and the courage to make decisions'before finally he said,

'I-et's go and get your name out ofthe records.'



Figure 3. An example of Biilmann

Petersen's Victorian Anglo-American style

when used on awinelable (88x95 mm).
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At Biilmann Petersen's studio ry+6-+8
Æthough Ellegaard Frederiksen had work experience, it was different
to start at Gunnar Billmann Petersen's. The studio was a part of Billmann
Petersen's small private home at Alldgade 4 and it was with a great arnount
of anxiety that EEF became a trainee and the flfth member of the team.
The first task EE4 who had never done commercial lettering before, wati
set to do, was to draw an English script after an original. It was a delicate
task, and even when his eyes could follow the shapes, he had problems
getting the curves right on the paper. After a few days of barely coping the
master said: 'For God's sahe - you are never going to learn to do lettering',
But EEF clenched his teeth. He was determined to succeed.

Billmann Petersen's own capabilities were self-evident. He knew the
history ofletter forms and printing as well as the different printing tech-
niques, from hot metal to lithography. He could spend awhole morning
just talking about Thomas Bewick's wood engravings and the techniques
behind them or about the lithographs ofTolouse-Lautrec. His typographic
design however was of the last century. The Victorian lettering with its over
decorated and tortured forms, could be suitable on some occasions, but
was not always appropriate. [see figure 3.] Itwas the details and trifles
that were Biilmann Petersen's main concerns.

The portrait rrn depicts of his first maste4 is of a personality it must
have been dilficult to co-operate with. Suddenlywhen Bijlmann Petersen
was instructing his trainee he could bring his fist down hard, before
disappearing into privacybehind a slammed studio door. Laterwhen he
returned, one or two hours afte 4 to pick up where he left offit was with a
'Sorry'- and no further explanation.

On one occasion when EEF was working on an art-work in oversize
for a wine label, Biilmann Petersen came to inspect his trainee's progress
with a pocket microscope: 'There is a Yz tenth millimetre dillerence in line
width between the two!'A careful reply came from EEF: 'But, it is going to
be reduced four times.' 'Isn't it going to be exact!?' the master shouted
and r'nr added the tå tenth millimetre.

Another time the Finnish architect, ÆvarAlto, asked Biilmann
Petersen what he was doing. 'I am working on a p' he replied. When the
two met again, several years later Alto told of his own great architecture in
Finland and the usA and continued by asking: 'What are you doing now?'
The answer came from Biilmann Petersen: 'I have already told you.
I am working on a p.'
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Biilmann Petersen could say the most impolite and rude things. For
example when a theologian in Rome one day asked at breakfast: .How

have you been sleepingMrProfessor?'l -'Like hellMrDivine!, was
the reply.

At the beginning of rg48 EEF felt that something else had to happen
in his life. Biilmann Petersen became more and more preposterous and
there was not much creativity in the work he offered his trainee. Ellegaard
Frederilaen had learned a lot from his master; now he knew what accuracy
and exactitude were, or:§ EEF himselfput it: 'It had been important to
come to the right place, where the working morale was good and the work
was done in a correct way' and of course it was dilEcult not to be inspired
by a strong personality and master like Biilmann Petersen. Ellegaard
Frederilsen was clearly influenced by Billmann Petersen's nostalgic, but
already faded sryle, with an Anglo-American pattern, which could be
useful for labels on cigar-boxes or on signs in the Tivoli Gardens.2 If mr
had not met another master it would probably have been dilficult for
him to bre ak away from the set pattern - but fornrinatelly, he did.

I Gunnar Biilmann Petersen (rBg7-r96ti):
Professor at The Royal Danish Academy
of FineArts in Copenhagen 195r-68. He
wrote a thesis about the roman square
capital and took a cast ofthe inscription
on Trajan's Column. The cast is today at
TheAcademy.

2 Tivoli Gardens: Amusementpark
in the central pan ofCopenhagen, built
in r843 on the initiative ofthejournalist
Georg Carstensen.
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Figure 4. Selfportrait made ofEEF
(7ox9o mm)"

I Tlpgraphisch Gøøårg(Basel t935)
was published in Dau:lsh:. FunktitulTlpogrS
(Copenhagen rg37).
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At Penguin Bools withJan Tschichold rg48-5o
Ellegaard Frederil<sen's intention was to study in Switzerland, but he
soon found it too expensive, so after a meeting with CJ. Wo[ he decided
to go to England. Wolf had said: 'Do you really think that people in London
are just waiting for Mr Frederiksen from Copenhagen? You'll not find any
work until you are there. And to be on the safe side - buy a return!'

At the age of 24, EEF arrived in Iondon with a return ticket and three
letters of introduction in his luggage. One letter rvas to the head of the
Ipndon School of Printing, however EEF could not get in contact with
him, despite a number of attempts. Another was to England's leading
book-printer, Oliver Simon at Curven Press - who, it turned out was not
at all helpful. And finally there was a letter to, Mrs Beatrice Warde, but she

unfortunately, happened to be on her way to her native counn-y, the USe, to
see her motheq at the time. Following a few days of destitution he contacted
the Danish Consulate, where he was given some addresses. After trying
many of them he ended up at Crauford's Advertising, where bytotal acci-
dent he came into contact with a gentleman by the name of Havinden. In
his ofEce there was nothing other than posters by a certain Mr Ashley, who
r,r,r knew from Gaphismagazine. After some time EEF ventured to ask:

'By the way, are you the famous Mr Ashley?' - 'Oh, yes I am' Astrley
Havinden answered and continued: 'This is not the rightplace foryou.
I know where you should go!' and in another moment he had phoned

Jan Tschichold at Penguin Bools and arranged a meeting.
Within the hour ner was on his way out to the west, away from the

City of London and heading for Penguins. Ellegaard Frederilsen jumped
offtle bus a stop before Penguins due to his enthusiasm to meet the man
he had admired so much from a distance. He had previously read the
Danish translation of T2pographislu Gestaltungr which he had bought when
he started at the Academy in Copenhagen, and when T§chichold asked
him: 'Would you like to become my assistant?' every thing seemed to turn
upside down. Formalities were soon setded by the secretary ofAllen T.ane,

the proprietor of Penguin Boola.
Thus EEr became assistant to a man he would not have dared to seek

out, but who he was able to come into contact with simply via the acciden-
tal meeting with Ashley Havinden. Late r at a garden party in Bloomsbury
to celebrate the publication of King Penguin number 50, EEF had the

opportunity to thankfuhley Havinden who simply replied.'Yes, this young
Dane has alot to be grateful to me for.'

When, i. ,935, Allen T ane and his two brothers had tried to find an
original approach to the production and publication of modern literature,
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it had been a rare if not totally new idea.2 Despite disbelieffrom the Eade,
they had bee n sucessful in their venture. From a litde cellar store under
HolyTrinity Church on Huston Road, the publishing house grew into one
of the biggest in the country. Its address Harmondsu,orth, Middlesex was
to become one ofthe most well known publishing addresses among English
readers around the world.

One day in September 1946,3 when Ælen Lane had been lunching
with Oliver Simon from Curven Press, he had asked the printer: 'Who is the
best book designer in the world?'- Jan Gchichold, a German refugee, now
in Basel' Mr Simon replied. 'Can we get him?'Ælen T ane had pondered
aloud and before Mr Simon could answer, a line to Basel was connected
and a taxi-plane arranged. Unfortunately, due to Swiss commiunents,
Tschicholdwas not able to come to Penguins untilMarch rg47.

Penguin Books had existed for rz years by the time T§chichold arrived-
and yet no one there had had any real interest in design, despite an annual
output of t5 million books with r6-eo new titles producing betrveen 5o and
roo.ooo copies a monthi The work was distributed ove r aproximately 3o
printing companies in both England and Scotland as the publishing house

did not have its own printing ofEce or bookbinders. The planning, as well
as the design of books was thus left in the hands of the various printers.
These people, usually rotation o{Iset printers, simply did not have the
necesary taste in book design and typography But things were to change.
Before Gchichold left for Penguins he had asked for a copy ofevery single
piece ofprinted papeq as well as examples ofvarious books. He annotated
each sample ofprinted material he received, with his critical and meticu-
lous pencil, then circulated them to the editorial stalf before he arrived.

By the time EEF started at Penguins,Jan Gchichold had been there for
about ayear and the results of his initial eftorr had started to show in the
finished products. Tschichold had publish ed. the Pmguin Compoition Rulzs nr
rg47l These gave precise instructions about all machine compositions and
the greater part of the hand compositions too, giving detafu on the make

up of the printed page. A closg equal word space was required as well as

the use of en rules preceded and followed by aword space, instead ofem
rules without a space. These were just a few ofthe revolutionizing rules
which were to improve the look of the page dramatically

When the Paagøin CompositinnÅzlar were published, printers were furious:
'What foreigner could decide upon things like that, and break traditions.'6

One of the best known printers in Scodand even refused to work with them.
Another great improvement made, was the change from a dirty grey to a
slightly bleached, cream coloured, paper.

One and a halfyears later rrr followed Tschichold to his work at Penguins"

They shared the same, very small room with their desks at right angles, so

that Gchichold could monitor what er, r was doing and - more importandy -
r, nr could get an insight into T§chichold's work and working methods.

From the very beginning EEF became, as Gchichold expressed it himself;

'my very congenial and hard-working assistant'.7 Ellegaard Frederiksen
was Tbchichold's safeguard from isolation and he in turn was frank and
straightforward, never afraid to go into depth in his explanations. One
reason whyTlchichold accepted r'r,n sowillingly, mightwell have been his

very positive experiences of Denmark and Danish printers.s Tischichold,

r3

2 Similar conceps existed e.g. Recklam
in Germany and Dent's Everyman library
in England, but their main concerns were
publishing of classics.

3 Ruari Mclæan JatTichithold: lpographer
(Iondon 1975) p.87

4 Erik Ellegaard Frederilsen'Penguin-.
bøgerne og deres typograf in Eogzøenat ry56
(Copcnhagen r956) p.t4

5 Ruari Mclæan JatTuhihold: lpographzr
(London 1975) p.94

6 Erik Ellegaard Frederfuen'Tschichold',
in l4formarinn DesignJownal r/r IgTg p.I5o

7 Ruari Mclæan JanTiehirhod: frpograpltcr
(London t975) p.I47

B By 1935 Tschichold had already held
his first talk in Copenhagen. A group of
young Danes werc fascinated by Tlchichold's
theories, and he was treated with great
respect and attention by amongst others,
the Danish newspapers andjournaJs of
the trade.
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who felt restless and like an alien in England, had more in common with
another foreigner in the same position as himse[ than with his English
colleagues.

Gchichold took his time to educate EEF in areas the Dane did not know
about. Ellegaard Frederiksen borrowed, among otler worls, Updike's
Printing Types,' f.om Tschichold's private librar;i or as he called it himself-
his'house museum.' The'house museum' became EEF's own study library
with nothing expected in return. It contained qpographic examples, taken
from auction catalogues, ar,rnged in chronological order and supplemented
by written comments and information. Gchichold taught nEr by examin-
ing books from dillerent periods of time. He was fieated as, and became,
a'stand-in son'ro who would sit and listen to Tschichold's deprecation of
Englishmen's odd behaviour and habits.

Ellegaard Frederilsen was often invited to the private home ofJan
Gchichold and his wife Edit, a strong'hausmutter' with a significant influ-
ence over her husband's affairs, especially economic matters. He also lived
in their home when theywere on holiday in Switzerland and borrowed
extensivelly from his mentor's informative library. It was as ideal an envi-
ronment as possible for a young trainee. Here he rece ived an intensive

education, combined withpractical experence and even a salary.

After being withJan Tschichold for half a yeaf EEF wrote an article in
a Danish printingjournal about his master and his work at Penguins. Here
follows a translation of the part where he describes Gchichold as a person:r!

In daily life he is a man, whose humorous turns and quiet way of
working, mal<es the da1æ pleasant and instructive. He is not a man who
keeps his work exclusively to himself. He is a born teache5 never afraid
of engaging in discussion or agreeingwith others' arguments.

At the same time he is a monk; ofthe old medieval type: filled with a
fervour to produce, but also longing for solitude and peace - he lives in
a close bond with his books, which he loves more than any human being.

His work is, however, going to please humans, with the beautiful and
logical purity it contains...

Æthough the work at Penguins was routine it was routine on a laqge scale. At
that time production was up to more than zoo tides a yearl2 and even ifthe
work followed standard procedures, every book page had to be looked *r-"gh
and covers and tide pages were sketched in minute detail. Gchichold laid
down standards for every detail of Penguins' typography, but he never stan-

dardised either the type face or the liayout ofthe tide-pages .In Mein R{øm der

Patguia Boolat3Gchicholdwrote about the general appearance ofthe books:
They were then [at the time of his arriva] in the company] nearly all set

in Times New Roman, a type outstandingly suitable for newspapers but
much less so for bools. Of the boola I personally supervised, only about
twenty per cent are still set in Times New Roman; the rest are now set

in Baskerville, Bembo, Garamond and Caslon. In some ofthe King
Penguins series, which resemble the illustrated Inselbiicherei, I used

more unusual qpe-faces, for example Pastonchi, Scotch Roman,
Lutetia and Walbaum.

According to EEF the choice of typeface was dependent on what the partic-
ular printer had available, historical reasons and content. Times New
Roman was only used in technical literature.

r4

9 D.B.Updike &uang »p.s, Tlub hittry,

forms attd use (Cambridge Mass. tgeT)

lOJan Gchichold's own son was at school

in Switzerland and had interests other than
t)?ography.

I I EriI Ellegaard Frederilaen,'Nærbillede
af bogkunstnerenJan Tschichold' n [GdtsW
Forun? ry49?l

I2 Ellegaard Frederiksen,'Den al.'ademiske
håndrrærker'in De G{uk FagrgT4
number l:p.44o

l3 Translated to: 'My reform of Penguin
Books', and published in RMclean\/az
Tthithold: llngra§ø (London t975) pp.|+4-r+7
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b6
After working together for some time, the two men, began to look at

the penguin device irelfand thought about the re-design ofit. [see figure 5.]
The original penguin was drawn by the company's first designer Eduard
Young. Starting out as a rather stifffigure but over the years changing to
a rubbery comic figure. Ellegaard Frederiksen was sent to I-ondon Zoo to
studypenguins with his pencil and sketch book. Despite problems over the
desiga of the animal's feet, with Gchichold's help, he managed to give the

syrnbol a worthy and solid footing in publishing. Later åey surrounded
the penguin with an oval and also designed a reversed version.

As many of the basic details were sorted out, it gave the master and his
assistant more time to spend on special series like the King Penguins which,
had been introduced before T§chichold arrived at Penguin Books. The
series of illustrated boots ranged over a broad spectrum ofsubjecs, every-
thing from Populnr Art in tlu Unitzd Søtzs to Somz British Bætlzs. King Penguins

were demanding in their treatment of illustrations. In the beginning Enr
was only able to look over Gchichold's shoulder, but as time passed he

became increasingly responsible for that part of the work, though naturally
he still needed some guidance from his master. Ellegaard Frederilaen
remembers one episode, when he had ordered the alteration of a photo,
with the whole background retouched black. In addition he had written on

the back of the photo with a hard pencil. The treatrnent ruined the glossy
front and before long both T§chichold and Err were called to a meeting in
I-ondon with R3.Fishenden, who was responsible for photos at Penguins.
Fishenden was furious. Tschichold apologised and covered his assistant's

error by assuming sole responsibility for the episode. Moreover, he never
said anything about the damaged photo, to his trainee.

Gchichold could get very upset, although he never became angry at
aer himself. If the printers did not carry out their duties according to the
master's specifications he would shout: 'Whom do they think I am? I am
not somebody so-and-so, I arnJan Tichicholl.'ta Ellegaard Frederilaen well
understood him, as all their work was done with extreme care and the spec-

ifications were clearly stated in writing on the layouts. This was essential as

they never met with the printers åce to face, spread as they were over the
whole of Britain. Only a few questions could be answered by telephone.
This was, of course demanding, with regard to specifications, but at the
same time the working method sharpened the young designer's eye for
detail. Ellegaard Frederil<sen took this way ofworking home with him in
his luggage and still today, much of his contact with printers is carried
out entirely through correspondence.

What ne F enjoyed most was working with Puffin Picture Books edited
byNoel Carrington. These were a children's series oflandscape books,
usually of thirty-two pages and the size of two Penguins next to each other.

[see figure 6.] Every page was illustrated and usually the alternate openings

r5

Figure 5. The well known Penguin device

beforc and after thc influence ofTlchic]old
and r,rr. The dates are from left to right

1935, rggT and rgr49.

14 Erik Ellegaard Frederfuen
'Tlchichold' n hlfornation DcsignJownal r/r
1979 p.I5I
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Figure 6. Two double spreads from a Puffin

Picture Book (page size zzoxrSo mm)

showing how the continious text has been

adapted to fit the illustrations.

were printed in colour. Many of the illustrations, received from illustrators,
were drawn directly onto litho plates or onto transparent film; other mater-
ial was designed for photographic reproduction either by le tterpress,
photo-litho orphotogravure. In the artwork, spaces were left, into which
the type matter had to be 6tted. In working with rhis series, as well as with
King Penguins, EEF learnt how to interrelate text and illustrations.

Besides the contactwith T§chichold, EEF alse became close to his other
colleagues as well as management. In Allen Lane he found a strong and
extraordinaryleader. During his first montls his salary was not very high
and he had to use his savings from Copenhagen to survive in England.Just
before his first Christmas at Pe ngrrins, Ælen Lane gave him eight days of
extra vacation so that he could go home and see his relations. The ticket
price howeveq was a fortune to a young trainee. By that time T§chichold
had spoken of him to Allen Lane describing him as capable and e{Ecient,
so that when r' EF came to wish Lane Happy Christrnas, before he left for
Denmark, he told him that he had no intention of returningunless his
salary was increased - moreover, it was quite a considerable amount
he asked for. T ane, who sat on his desktop, said with an askew smile:
'rA,ll right, you can have it. And Happy Christmas!'
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After Christmas, EEF duly returned to Penguins.One morning there was

an invitation on his desk from Lady Lane to her husband's birthday dinner.
Ellegaard Frederilsen said to Tschichold: 'So, $'e are invited to dinner'but
Tschichold had not received an invitation. The dinner party was very pri-
vate with eight guests and a feast of turkey and champagne.

Lady [,ane showed great interest in EEF thereafter. Time and again
the young trainee was picked up by a chauffeur in a limousine and taken
to I-ady L,ane 's home, in order to decorate her walls or design book cases

for her sitting-room. Today, in retrospect, EEF suspects that Lady Lane was

perhaps interested in more than his artistic qualifications - but at the time
he did not dare to think along those lines. Lady Lane was, after all, his

manager's wife.

During the time at Penguins, T§chichold never talked about his period
of asymmetric typography. He would tell eer about his life as a student in
Iæipzig, but never go into detail about this period. \{ith caution and Teutonic

decisiveness he rejected asymmetry, which'rvas probably due to his expulsion

from Germany. Only once, during err's time at Penguins, did T§chichold

design, an asymmetric book, which rvas entitled The Artist at Worils lsee fig-
ure 7.] It was a book about modern painting and the understanding of art,
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Figure 7. Two double spreads from The

Artist at Work (page size z37xr88 mm)

demonstrating examples of the trvo and

three column grids.

l5 H.Ruhemann, E M.Kemp
TluArt;ilat l4uor,t (London r95I)
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aimed at the layman, in landscape format and with numerous illustrations.
Tschichold assured EEF that the task could only have been treated by asym-
metric means. The pages were divided into two or three column grids
where possible, but the grid was also broken when necessary. Gchichold
established a system of headings and created afunctional design, in line
with the content of the work. Throughout the book Gill Sans was used
in nvo dilferent weights.

Gchichold taught his student straight from his head, about the basic
building blocks of assymetric typography, as well as when to break the
rules. Ellegaard Frederilsen was then able to carry out the practical work
involved, under tchichold's guidance. For Eer it was knowledge for life.

At the beginning of his time in London EEF'S accommodation was in
a dusty, inferior basement. Later he found a room with a pleasant åmily,
who he soon became close to, as well as to their friends and relations.
Through this family and his amiable colleagues, he began to gain an
insight into English society and its peculiarities, as well as the charm and
kindness of its members. He felt privileged to be part of it and grew up
both in terms ofwork andpersonality

During the Summer of rg4g EEF began to feel that he should go and
work somewhere else. By the end of the year he would have learnt all that
his master could teach him, besides which the u,ork had started to become
rather routine. He now sought the best man, within the field ofpackaging
and corporate identiry Milner Gray, at the Design Research Unit. Milner
Gray agreed to take EEF on as his personal kainee after Christmas.
Ellegaard Frederilsen thought that this would admirably complement
what he had learnt from tchichold, and so late i, ,g4g, he told his master
that he was looking for new experiences and challenges. Tschichold was
sincerely upset over his student and colleague's resignation, but said under-
standingly: 'You have learnt from me what I could give you. And at your
age it is important to have experiences from different places. I am going to
miss you, because you and I have had a pleasant time together, and because
you have been so positive. I am going to write you a letter of introduction,
but I am sure you will never need to make use of it.'And Tschichold was
right, the letter from him is still untouched in epr's desk drawer,

Just before Christmas, the English pound was devalued, with a drastic
effect on Gchichold's financial status, as he still sent a great deal ofhis sav-
ings to Swiøerland. Gchichold went to Allen T ane, probably with his wife
behind him, and inquired about an adjustment to his salary The outcome
was not in his åvour. Ælen Lane had paid him well and later he told nEn:
'Not a single moment have I regretted Gchichold's employment. He has
given me good value as well as prestige and good press. But from now on
it is routine. The foundation is laid. It can now be carried on without prob-
lems by someone else. It is too expensive to pay such an immense fee.'

The outcome and the decree of fate, was that the master left Penguins
the day before his student. Gchichold became the perpetual refugee . He
had left behind a part of himselfwhen he had had to desert Nazi Germany
and even though he had received his hard-won Swiss citizenship, he did
not feel at home there. In England he could never setde and he was still
an alien when he returned to Basel. He was never a happy man, either
before or after his stay in England. He could not escape himself.

rB
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Ellegaard Frederil<sen was then offered Tschichold's job by Allen T.ane,

but he de clined as he had made other plans. After Christneas, as agreed, he
started work with Milner Gray. The newjob however, did not turn out to
be as good as promised. His desk was on a draughty landing, where he
would be out of the way of the important and interesting work. As Br, r.

still had some contact with Ælen Lane's secretary Lane heard about his
problems and offered him a newjob for a limited period: ,What about
three months? And I will pay you well.' Thus in Lane's stylish London
apartment, behind Whiteha-ll, it was agreed that EEF should re turn to
Penguins to introduce T§chichold's successor to his newjob.

Penguins' new designer was Hans Schmolle 4 a GermanJew and who
had come most recently lrom Oliver Simon's Curven Press. Ellegaard
Frederil<sen describes Schmoller as: 'An able and pleasant man, who car-
ried on Gchichold's work with respect and later also added his personal
touch to it.'During this limited period, ErF re-designed a new cover for
the orange coloured Penguin bool<s. [see figure 8.] The two horizontal
panels were turned to the vertica-l which created awider, white panel
in the middle. As in the Pelican series this could carry an illustration
or a larger amount of text.

During his last six months in England r'r,r had got severe eczema
which the Royal \{indsor Hospital. was unable to treat. He felt he had to
go home to Copenhagen and try to find a cure or at least lessen the severity
olthe illness. Ellegaard Frede ril<sen's fruiful and instructive time ia England
had come to an end. It is diJficult to put into words just how much influence
Tlchichold came to have on nrr's development. He was to meet his mentor
again many times after their employnent at Penguins. In rg5o Gchichold
was invited to talk at the Printers'Forum'6 in Copenhagen, as an extention
of the first very successful visit he had made in rg35. At the Bellevue Strand
Hotel eEF' addressed this speech to his master, on zr May rg5o:

Dear Mr tchichold, When my wife and I left England for good -
about six weeks ago, we were standing on the deck of 'Kronprins
Frederil<i We had passed the lord [inlet] of Harwich, and after a while
the English pilot came down from the upper deck. The captain foilowed
him, and he turned round and said: 'Cheerio - and good luck.'Then he
jumped down the ladder and passed down to the linle boar that came
along in the high sea. The boat turned round in a large curve and the
last we saw of him was when he waved his cap as a last greeting.

The English sea-coast disappeared behind us.

Like this, ships all over the world are guided out of diIficult, narrow
waters. And after a cheerio - and good luck they are ready to go ahead
themselves. The water is deep enough. And the pilot no longer has any
responsibility.

This situation reminded me of the day at the end of November, whe n
you left me at Penguins. You had been my pilot, my guide, my teacher.
The real teacher. The man who was never afraid of listening to a pupil.
Never tired of explaining thiogr, never more happy, than when I was
wiliing to learn from you. Only the gre at teacher can allord to be
humble iike you.

Now you have left the ship, knowing, that there is water enough
and trusting, that everything is all right.

r9
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Figure 8. An example ofthe re-designed

cover lor the orangc coloured Penguin

books (r rox r 8o mm).
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I cannot help tonight, among these )rour Danish friends, but thank
you for all you taught me in that grand, busy time we had together. I
know, that you never wanted me to be a litde "Ischichy'. But you should
know, that you gave me feelings and ideas for things and taught me an
idealism I shall never, never forget. It will always be the foundation for
coming dals'worlc

Tomorrow you will be on your way again, and it will be a long time
before we meet again, I presume. But from the bottom ofmy heart I
take this opportunity to thank you for all you have been to me. For the
crafrmanship you represented, and for the personal way you guided me.
How should a pupil ever get a greater opporrunity to learn and develop.
I do not say too much, when I say that you were like a father to me.

And into my thanks I put the promise, that I will do all I can to make
the best out ofthe richness you left to me.

Uke the pilot, when he left the ship, it is my turn now to say:
'Cheerio - and good luck.' And in addition to that: 'God's blessings
to you and your family'

'And thank you once more for what you gave to me.'



I The printer ofthe only Danish contri-
bution to the Limited Edirions Club (r954
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Copenhagen and book design
Ellegaard Frederilaen returned to copenhagen unemployed and with
e czema over his whole body. under such conditions, being back was tough.
Æthough he had not been able to obtain those last developing experiences
within package and label design, he at least returned with a feeling of being
able to stand on his own wo feet. He had also got ma-rried and wasinspired
with fresh courage. when x-rays and salves managed somehow to rooth.
his scratching and his flaling skin, he was again able to deal with his profession.

Ælen r,ane had suggested that EEF should contact IngeborgAndersen
at Gyldendal's, the biggest Danish publishing house. Her interest in book
design as epr described it was: 'Being no bigger than could be put under
a fingernail.' At that time the publishing company could have employed
er' r for almost nothing, but, it did not turn out that way, which was per-
haps just as well, as he had started to hatch other plans. Hitherto EEF had
always been employed, but at the same time also been an apprentice. Now
he wanted to be a freelance designer. He wanted to be independent and
this was the right moment, when his habits were not too deeply ingrained
and his experiences of I-ondon were fresh in his mind.

During his time at Penguins EEF had written some articles for the society
for Bookcraft. Due to the articles, he had been invorved in a correspondence
with the printer, c.volmer Nordlunde. when Nordlunde was in England,
he had been invited, together with EE4 to a dinner at Gchichold,s home
and during the dinner Nordlunde had given e er a standing invitation to
contact him once he returned to Copenhagen.

At the time of EEF's return, c.volmer Nordlunde was the most distin-
guished printer in Denmark. He was used by highly esteemed authors and
scientists, working from his o{Ece in Niels Hemmingsens Gade. Nordlunde
played a major role in modern Danish book design using typographic prin-
ciples rooted mainly in England, Germany and America. He was th. best
known Danish printer outside scandinavia] His extensive scholarship and
writing had two general aims: to inform Danish printers about the broader
contemporary and historical context, and to tell others from outside about
Danish printing. This man became EEF'' typographic 'unclel Ellegaard
Frederil<sen never wrote an article or gave a talk without receiving a long
hand-written letter from Nordlunde, with reflections, comments and criti-
cism. He had the experience and conscientiousness which the youngeq
sometimes brasher Dane was lacking. Always put a critical Ietter in your
desk drawer and let it stay there over night. And if by, the next morning it
has passed the test, you can mail it.' or: 'Arrive at a meeting in good time
and walk around the block in order to collect your though* and achieve
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peace in )rour mind. Then the meeting will pass much bettei:,' Due to his
reputation Nordlunde received many, highly esteemed guests from within
the 6eld of typography and publishing. Ellegaard Frederiksen was invited
on every occasion and was given the opportunity to build up a useful,
international network of contacts,

Due to Nordlunde's contacts with the head ofThe Graphic College,
SvendJensen, EEF became lecturer in typography at the school, as early
as the Autumn term of r95o.

SvendJensen also established an evening school2 for people within the
trade. Ellegaard Frederiksen was a young lecturer and because of that was

racked with nervousness, especially in front of the compositers. But he had
a mission to carry out.

At the evening school, EEF managed to make contact with some publish-
ing houses and so gained his first clients as a freelance designer. Once again
he was allowed to design and co-ordinate the production of books.

The average Danish book at that time was of a poor standard. Publishers

sent their manuscripts offto printers and with the exception of a few places,

the results were unspectacular. There was no general opinion on the bool
is proportions, the quality ofpaper or the volume. The proportions of the
Golden Section seemed long forgotten, and the broad margins caused an

unnecessary waste ofpaper. An everyday novel did not need a binding of
leather and resplendent gold to make it beautiful and lasting.

Ellegaard Frederilsen felt he had the key to renewal but had dilficulties
in making his voice heard. During his time in England he had written arti-
cles for Danish book and printingjournals and now the journals became

his mouthpiece. It was with strong criticism, founded on facts, that he

attacked the trade as in the example below. It is an extract from an article:
Åbent brev til en forlægger'3 ;'Public letter to a publisher] translated by
the author of this paper:

Iæt us start with the format. The book is meant to be read in peaceful,
leisure time, in the most comfortable armchair of the house. Despite that,
its height is over 23 centimetres and the width more than 16.... The great
width results in år too many characters per line. I have carefully counted
85 characters per line and when the interlinear spacing is not significant
enough, I have often read the same lines more than once....

You have also used a r2o gram paper and due to thatpuffed the book
up even more. Could it not have been done with an Bo gram paper and
a smaller format e.g. 13 x 2r centimetres...?

And what sort of typeface, are you using? It is likely to be one used in a
newspaper rather than in the better literature.... typography should be
invisible. That implies that nothing should disturb the reader while he is

reading. Everything that comes thronging in during the reading is evil....
...and the cover. Itwas done by one of ourbetter arGts. And he has

done it well. There is power and refinement in that cover, and it is going
to sell. But the lettering he has been unable to do. And that is a pity for
both him and you.... fu it stands today, the impression is spoiled by the

unhelpful lettering....
...you have perhaps noticed yourself- the grain of the paper is going

in the wrong direction. Have you noticed that the pages are difEcult to
turn? And how they sprawl, when you open the book? You have also
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used a chalky white olfset paper from abroad, which reflects the light
far too strongly and lets it hit the readers'eyes....

This was, however not the first criticism from the pushy young man.
Previously on 3rJanuary 195r, Nordlunde had invited rr,r to givc a talk
at the society for Bookcraft. In the hall ofthe Museum of Decorative Artsa
the young man, 'who had come home from abroad and thought he had
swallowed the one and only truth,' commented adversely on the whole
Danish printing and publishing trade. It was like putting a bomb under
the trade. 'Who did he think he was? And had he proved, he was able to
design anything himself?' Or, as Nordlunde said after the talk ,In a short
while you will not be able to tell, if it is due to the good or the bad, that
people will remember you.'Today, more than 4o years after the talk,
EEF can stilljustify auø7tåi4ghe said in rg5r.

It was not just design and typography that were EEF,S major concern.
In the collection of the united Papermanufactories,s Err and the publisher
Jokum Smith were looking for a type ofpaper they could not find. The
åctories did not pay any attention to their wishes, so finallyJokum Smith
said: 'let's make the paper ourselves!'The two created ,matglittet 

E-masse
med årve som Tryk II' [mat coated E-pulp with colour as Print tr] which
became the prototype for novel pape r throughout the following years. It
was a paper which was pleasant for printing and with a soft tone, the ideal
setting for types. The first novel to be printed on the paper was lad. Rzgnøt
kommz and it represented the beginning of a new epoch.

In rg53,Jokum Smith became director at Gyldendal and wanted sBr
to be the designer for the publishing house. Circumstances we re now very
dilferent, compared to four years earlier when ser had been looking for
ajob at Gyldendal. Ellegaard Frederilsen had gained freedom as a free-
lanceq had started to feel solid ground under his feet and could a{ford to
raise the price on his own skills. Smith responded: 'It is impossible. It is
the same as I am going to earn. The others will never accept it., That
was exactly what EEF intended. He kept his freedom but also promised
to helpJokum Smith during his first period as director.

During his short time at Gyldendal, as a freelancer EEF designed the
company's symbol, the Crane. [see figure g.] He atso changed the publish-
ing house's small poetry series from leather binding to cartoonage. This
was a task he really enjoyed. Ellegaard Frederilaen broke with the leather
tradition in many ofhis designs and Gyldendal's bookbinding departrneng
which had very high standards, was highly positive to the process of
change. But after ayearAustin Grandjean6was employed and EEF's
services as freelance designer were no longer needed.

Ole Restrup, the manager of another publishing house, Gads Forlag
[see figure ro.] was clearly, aware ofwhat was happening inside the wrlts
of Gyldendal. The books at Gads were boring to look at, compact pages
oflaw and theology in grey bindings, for though it was highly distinguished
it was a typographically underdeveloped publishing house. Before long eEr
was taking part as a freelance I in the design and co-ordination of most
of the publishing house's production. Ole Restrup was generous and
gave him a free hand.

At Gads, it was not the novel that was the main concern. The publishing
house dealt mosdy with academic books and topic related literature. To
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Figure 9. The Crane - Gyldendal's device

designed by ner in 1953 was in use til rg75

when Austin Grandjean simplified the design.

Figure ro. Gad's logotype also designed

byrrr.

4 Kunstindustrimuseet
5 De Forenede Papiråbri}ker
6 At an age ofe3, Austin Grandjean was

employed at Gyldendal. He has been rhe
publishing house's book designer since r954
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design that sort ofliterature was clearly more demanding than novel design,
where a basic model is required and once that is estabrished it is the covers
and tide pages that are of interest. The academic book requires another
level ofbook design. [see figure rr.] compared to the printers and compos-
iters, EEF had the qualifications to achieve this. He knew how a book can
work as a tool for retrieving information and he rvas able to build a hierar-
chy of headings to make the sequence of the book logical. His typographic
style became veryprecise and balanced, quite light and spacious, working
in the spirit of, among others, Stanley Morison and Beatrice Warde.
Ellegaard Frederil<sen was the humble servant who agreed totallywith
Beatrice warde's statements that: 'typography is the intelligent use of qpe'7
and: 'typography should be invisiblel He himself explains further:

For me typography is a tentative, sensible calculation.... First you in-
vestigate, then you calculate and in the end you arrange type according
to an artistic attitude. But behind that are written and unwritten rules
of the craft. Today so many designers make nice-looking typography,
but often you cannot read it. It is made so compact that it looks illegible
or at best uninviting, however beautiful it was intended. you may start
offby envisaging a variation of type size in captions and text, in order
to make it functional. But your primary concern should be to make it
legible, because otherwise it is no use printing the words. I-egibility
should be your starting point. That is what I learnt from Tschicholdj

Due to his two masters, Biilmann Petersen and Tschichold, r,er felt
restricted and had the leeling that he was purely an industrial designer.
His work involved no creativity. Neither of his masters were that - they
were both pragmatic, or as Biilmann Peterse n had expressed it ,When

you are not ingenious, you have to cast around to find the solutions., When
some people addressed EEF as an artist, he would snort contemptuously
inside, and make a warding offgesture with his hands. It suited him per-
fectly well to systematise the material and yet malre the design aesthetic
and in that way also serve the reader. It was what Tschichold had taught
him and it was also what he himself felt was his mission.

2+

Figure rr. Two examples ofEEF s corer-

design for Gad.

7 This quotation is printed in the second
revised edition ofEer's book on typography,
Bogcns Funktinn og tEsttti*, as the only words,
on the page facing the author's preface.

B Aage Damm,'Erik Ellegaard
Frederiksen' in Pørrosc Armual tg9r
volumeT3 p.r8r
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fu the years went by, EEF's name would consistently occur in book
colophons and than the craftsme n knew instinctively that they had to reach
the highest standards in the quality of their work. In the economically for-
tunate 6os no expense was spared and Danish book printing was taken to
new heights ofperfection. Compositers, printers, repro houses, binders,
everyone did their utmost to achieve the higher standard, yet as early as

Ig52 one ofEEF's book designs from the previous year, was honoured as

one of the'25 Best Books.'s A critic wrote: 'When published the excellent
design was paid some attention. The book's proportions are unusually
good. Columns and margins are well proportioned. The paper appears
pleasant and males the book handy; however it is perhaps too tmnsparendlo
The year afte4 EEF was awarded the same nomination for four of his book
designs, and the record came with the nominations for 1966, where ten
out of the z5 books acknowledged were designed by r,e r.

As an example ofee, r's way of takingproduction aspects as a starting
point for his work it is useful to examine his re-design of the Forum
Library,lla Swedish series ofclassics. In this extensive task, r'er could
make use ofwhat he had learnt at Penguins. By the time he was assigned
the task, the series already contained more than roo bools. [see figure rz.]
They were printed by many di{Ierent printers both in Sweden and Finland
and due to that the quality was uneven. The format of the paperback edi-
tions was r25 x rg5 mm and the bound edition a lirde smaller. Both editions
were printed on a blue-white paper. The task was to rationalize production
and produce cheaper books, as well as to improve the aesthetics of the
series. There was also a desire to make the paperback editions appear
more finished and distinguished.

After a careful study of the existing production process it was clear
that the height of the books should remain the same, as theywere often
displayed on existing bookshelves. The height ofthe trimmed, re-designed
books was therefore r87 mm, which fixed the height of the printing sheet
at IB8 cm. During an investigation ofprinting machines in Swe den it was
found that one machine, Tirfing 48, could take precisely the desired height.
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Figure rz. [above] Previous paper and

hardback design ofthe Forum Library
(rz5xr95 mm).

Figure r3. [right] New paper and hardback

editions as well as dust covers of the Forum

Library (ro4xrg5 mm).

9 In tg33 C.Volmer Nordlunde per-
suaded the Society for Bookcraft to initiate
a selection of each 1,ear's'e5 best Bool.s'

[Åres bedste bøger] modelled alter the
American Institute of Graphic An's 'Filty
Books ofthe Year.'

l0 Erik Dal,'Selv Erik Ellegaard
Frederilsen bliver 6o' in Det dansh Bogrnarbd
rg84 volume r3o number r6 p.548

I I In 1979, belore I knew any'thing about
book design or about Ellegaard Frederiken,
I staned to buy books from this series due
to my appreciation ofthe design.
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When the width of a 48-paged printing sheet was used to the full, it resulted
in a trimmed book width of ro4 mm, a slender format suitable for the

desired endproduct.
The paper, E-pulp, 75 grams, mat coated and toned, was a special pro-

duction based onJokum Smith's and EEF's own production. On the end
papers and dust covers the same type ofpaperwas used, r4o grams in
weight. The same weight ofpaper was used for both the paperback and the
bound editions, the latter made of Linson-parchment, which is excellent
from both a printing and a binding point ofview. For the paperback cover,

a Swedish standard cardboard was used, its weight and mat coated surface

being well suited for the production.
Times New Roman was the tlpe face and it was used on a line length

of r8 cicero [approximately 8z mm] and composed in three different alter-
natives. 8/ro which allowed more than z4oo characters apage. [This type
size was only used on rare occasions and then only in large publications.]
g/lo which allowed almost e3oo characters, then the most common in
use and g/t t with almost zroo characters per page.

Ellegaard Frederil<sen's design made the series ofboots convenient.

[see figures r3, 14, r5.] The weight ofthe bound edition ranged from rz5

to 35o grarns. The paper was pleasantly toned and flexible. The type face

was clear and easy to read, even in small sizes and the line length was ideal.

At the same time, the e{Eciency ofproduction made the series cheaper to
produce. As BBr himself summed it up: 'The key to the task, as well as the

work with it, is not very dillere nt from othe r types of indusrial design.'r2
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Figures 14 and 15. Titlepage and

double spread which demonstrates drama

composition.

12 Erik Elleg-aard Frederilsen
'Forumbiblioteket en wensk bogserie'
in @uH hrwn t96o number p.88
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The Graphic College

Ellegaard Frederilaen started to teach book qpography at the Graphic
College ofDenmarkr in the Autumn term of r95o. Aftersome time it
became clear to the management of the College, as well as to some people
outside, that typography should have a more prominent place in the cur-
riculum. By looking at the design of books and other printed material on
the Danish market, it was obvious that a higher form of education within
typographywas needed. This could not be realised howeverwithin the
Graphic College's existing graphic course.

Ellegaard Frederiksen suggested to the Head of the College, SvendJensen
that he should make contact with the College of Danish Design2 to discuss
a course in book design and typography. The idea was to gather together
all ofthe educational åcets under one roo{, to encourage the College of
Danish Design's students, studying design and decorative arts, and the
typographystudents, to inspire each other and make use of their combined
resources, as well as share the teaching staff. Why should a small country
like Denmark not manage with one school of qpographic design? The
ideal solution, as far as EEF was concerned, would have been to make the
College of Danish Design a preparatory school with direct admittance
afterwards to The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts. Unfortunately it
did not work out. The head ofthe College of Danish Design resolutely
rejected e Er's idea and the Graphic College had to take sole responsibfity
for a course which specialised in typographyl Ifmn had had his way,

design and typographic education in Denmarkwould have been more
logical andprobably also considerablymore inspiring and efEcient.

After a number of meetings the new course at the Graphic College started
to take shape. EliReimerbecame Head ofthe Department, amanwho
had worked most recently as foreman at the printing olfice ofBianco Luno
in Copenhagen. Reimer knew the history of printing types as well as how to
make use of them in practice. Later he also became responsible for photo
composition and the associated computer technology, which he studied
and wrote about as well as taught.

One teacher, who should be particularly mentioned, among all the others,
is Bent Rohde. According to ne 4 Rohde had been a first-rate student on
the College's graphic course and had submitted a dissertation, which
passed with distinction, both in terms of content and design. Ellegaard
Frederil<sen recognised the capabilities ofRohde and recommended him
as teacher. Rohde was assigned the field ofwriting with the square cut pen.
After six months of hard training he managed to write Cancellaresca
Corsiva in time for the start of the course in Autumn 1956.4 During Rohde's
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I Den Grafiske Højskole
2 Kunsthåndværkerskolen
3 The Graphic College of Denmark

today has a staffofabout 35 people and
is a non-profit mal<ing organization under
the Ministry of Education. The professional
curriculum covers competence within
communication, marketing, management,
production and production technology

4 Bcnt Rohde later became Head of the
Graphic College of Denmark and kept this
position until his retirement in Spring rgg5.
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first year as a teacher, the Swedish letter artist Karl-Erik Forsbergs came to
the College, and the two were able to swap experiences.

Ellegaard Frederilsen's obvious position in the newly cstablished course
was within book design and typography. He was a very young and also

young looking teacher and appeared more like a student than of a member
of staf[, but his behaviourwas not at all that of a student. He was resolute
and straight forward yet in his language he was not guarded but sponta-
neous and open. As one of his first students6expressed it: 'He was a fantas-
tic source of inspiration and a fresh wind in the quite dry subject ofbook
typography and design.'

Ellegard Frederiksen's intention was to give backwhat he himself had
been given by his two former masters, without over-influencing the creative.
He tried to instil in the students a desire to engage wholly in what theywere
doing and in that way discover the same sort ofvalues he had found him-
self: 'The satisfaction to create and put in order.' On the other hand, a person
who gives, generallywants something in return and according to r'er he
was himself a highly demanding teacher. The students, he found to be of
three di{Ierent kinds: the talented, who learnt more by asking questions, the
solid, who simply worked hard and finally the uninterested, who did not do
much at all: The uninterested, Ee' r disregarded: 'You cannot give to some

one who does not want to receive.' On the other hand there were also the
uninterested but talented. Ellegaard Frederilaen who disliked seeing talent
misused and resources wasted, tried hard to encourage them to engage in
their education - often with good results.

He got to know the students' problems and weaknesses - brought them
up in his lectures, discussed, instructed and finally gave help or encourage-
ment for self-help. He himselfhad been treated in just that way by
Biilmann Petersen, Gchichold and Nordlunde, who had given freely of
their knowledge and guidance. Those same helpful people did not need
to be paid in return, and so as EEF expressed it: 'The only way I could pay
my debt was by giving the relay-race baton on to the new ones. And at the
same time it was something I enjoyed doing.'

fu time passed r,r, r felt he was repeating himself in his teaching and
after a sudden stroke, he decided to terminate his professional contribution
to the school and work'solely' as a freelance designer. From l95o to rgTB

he taught at the Graphic College, which throughout the period, remained
a central element and contact in his typographic world.

From his 6rst year as a teacheq the Head of the College, SvendJensen
had begun to encourage EEF to produce a work on book design. Æthough
he had learnt a lot from Tschichold he was still uncertain about the com-
prehensiveness of his own practical experience, but SvendJensen continued
the pressure and told enr's young son to say: 'book on book design' at
every family dinner. Eventually r,er had to give in and began to write.
Before the bookwas printed the manuscript was sent to four or five people

within the trade for criticism. In 1956 Bogats Funkion og tCslzrr,t? ifne
Function and Aesthetics of the Book] was published. Ellegard Frederiksen

explained the choice of title:
Function and aesthetics, it had to be in that order. The function had to be

first... But, at the same time aesthetics is also a function, which may never

get in the way of the practical. Luckily there is often a solution, which
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5 Karl-Erik hrsberg: Swedish letter
anist and typedesigncr. Designed Berling
Roman for the Berling Type Fioundry
Lund [Sweden] r95e.

6 Bent Rohde
7 Erik Ellegaard Frederilsen Sogar.r

Fun*titn og,Esbti*,(Copenhagen r955)
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Figures 16 and r7. First and second revised

edition of Bogans Fta*thn og,E s u ti* (r 33 x z zo

and zooxzo5 mm).

I Publishing bookseller Christian Ejlers
9 In terms of numbers ofillustrations the

second edition is perhaps best compared
with H.Simon's .In troduction to pidting
(London tg68), while the language is more
like that of Tlchichold - logical, straightfor-
ward and perhaps a litde dogmatic.The first
sentence: 'Perfect typography is more a
science than an an'from Tlchichold's essay

'Clay in a Potter'sHand' (TfuJormoJtlu book,

l,ondon r99r p.3) sums up rm's aproach
to the subject.

combines function and aesthetics. In this field, as in so many others, it is
a question of finding the point where the two lines intersect. To give the
public, what you think they want is not the art. But to give the public
something functional, which they can receive and accept, that is the art.'

Bent Rohde described the publication thus: 'Education in book design in
Denmark would not have been what it was, if the book had not been written.
Itwas Thz Boo,t ' After more than e5 years however, since the first publica-
tion, afriends ofrrr said: 'Remember, the time is dilferent, the technique
is different, and you yourself are different.' By rgSl rBr felt he had the scale

ofexperience he had lacked in 1956, moreover the techniques had changed
since then, from letterpress to photo composed books, printed
in olfset lithography. So that same year, a second revised edition was pub-
lished, adapted to suit the requirements of the new technology. Comparing
the two editions it is obvious how great the changes have been. [see figures
16, r7.] The whole design of the two editions is different. The first edition
was composed in one column and seemed to have immediate appeal for
the hard-working people of the trade, while the second revised edition is

composed in three columns, perhaps aimed at awider audience ofpublish-
ers, authors, designers and also, in part, typographers. Both editions follow
a logical route from the arrangement of the manuscript to the designer's
last contributions in the binding of the book. Both are also illustrated with
a wide range of examples and e, rn discusses almost every relevant problem.
The second revised editione covers among other things the following
subjects:

Preparation of the production and how it involves collaboration between
author, publisher and designer. How the designer has to know the intentions
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Erik Ellegaard Frederiksen, designer in Denmart

and message of the author to be able to serve the intended group ofreaders
in the dearest and bestway.

The process of reading is discussed under the theme oflegibitity as well
as the influences determining how the text is composed. Letter- word- and
interlinear-spacing as well as line length is dealt with thoroughly. Types of
paper and the influence ofbad printing on legibfity is discussed and rrr
also comments on the rules of composition, which as a handbook, is per-
haps the work's cenEal contribution to the professional q.pographer,

Under the heading ofcomposition r'r,r describes how to use side- foot-
and endnotes as well as their positive and negative effects. The design and
composition of tables is given in some detail, although complex liss and
diagrams are unfortunately left out. Composition with the special require-
ments ofpoetryand dramais also dealtwith.

In a short chapter, EEF discusses the choice oftype face although it could
perhaps have been covered more comprehensively to fulfil the expectations
given to the reader by the book as a whole.

A presentation of the formats of printing sheets and the folding of the
different types of book are discussed with the help of clear examples, these

include the unillustrated, the photographic illust'ated, the artistic illustrated
and the academic book. During the discussion of the academic book and
topic related literature he describes how to establish a hierarchy ofheadings,
as well as how to emphasise various parts of the continuous text. The design
of the preliminary pages is also visualised with good examples.

The last chapter discusses the finishing ofthe book and the design of the
cover as well as the dilferent types of bindings.

fu a reviewer of the second edition said: 'This publication is important
It is a book which ought to be in every printing o{fice which has strong
ambitions in the trade. And it should be available for all who have anything
to do with the production ofboola.'ro

3o
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Erik Ellegaard Frcderfuen, designer in Denmark

Polish Posters

Most of nrF's work had been of a slntematic and logical nature. He was
the humble servant who made the printed text legible, and his design could
perhaps best be described as an enlightened form o1c626ll1isnrliqm,, creating
a hierarchy of headings and text with the help oflayout and typography.
His aim was to guide the reader through the contentwith the strongest
emphasis on pleasure over utility This was the kind of design he was
engage d in for his main client, the publishing house of Gads. Here it was
academic books and topic related literature, rather than the novel, which
was on the drawing board. Unfortunately the tasl<s he was given were not
inspiring from a creative point of view. To begin with this suited e r' r as it
followed his inheritance both from his childhood and his time as a trainee.
His åtherhad been disciplined and structured, a man of method, while
both of his masters had been deductive in their approach. Ellegaard
Frederilaen felt he had his two teachers sitting at his shoulder constantly,
Biilmann Petersen on the one side and Gchichold on the other. When,
after more than 15 years of humble service, he began to tentatively experi-
ment in his typography in his mind, both of his teachers waved accusing
forefingers at him and said in a chorus of unanimity: ,Dct løn man ildtz!'l
'Das istja gana unmiiglirh, 4u aerriick wøden!'2 Ellegaard Frederiksen felt he
had not discovered himself to the firll, the boundaries were an obstacle. The
more extrovert and expressive sides of him had almost never been given
vent other than in a very few cover designs where he had been given the
opportunity to break free. This was not enough and his artistic fervour had
still not been extinguished.

In 1969 rrr decided to join the Graphic College on their study tour to
Warsaw and it was then that he started a longerjourney on another level,
with a goal much further away than Poland. At the outset, his expectations
of Warsaw and Poland were not very high. It was a desirable option
because it was cheap for him to go and at the same time he could spend
time with his studens in a more relaxed context. It was almost thought of
as a holiday trip, but he did plan to combine profit and pleasure. His inten-
tion was to bringpressure to bear on a Polish lady, who had promised to
write an article about Polish illustrations for a Danishjournall Ellegaard
Frederiksen had been corresponding with the lady for some time, however
she had still not produced her article. Her name was Danuta Wroblewska
and she turned out to be an excellent contact and guide in Warsaw. In no
time she managed to arrange for everything that he wished for, things it
had been impossible to organise from Copenhagen: publishers, artists,
designers, fi.lm studios, graphics, exhibitions, posters and much more. For

3r

I 'You can not do that!'
2 'It is completely impossible, itwill make

you crazy!'
3 Bogaennat edited by Foreningen for

Boghaandrærk



Erii Ellegaard Frcderilsen, designer in Denmark

EEF it came as a total shock. Suddenly he met an erpressiveness which was
whollysurprising and totally remote from anything he himself had been
taught or pursued. The existe nce of a suppressed element inside him had
been confirmed.

The artiss had a completely different form of creativity not to mention
a litde healthy madness. Their designs and drawings were seen by err as

incredibly alive, full of artistic vigour. The lettering on their works was not
the stiffprefabricated, composed type or dry transfer lettering which was in
use throughout most of Europe. The artists could not alford to use means
like that. From every noticeboard and poster column EEF was bombarded
with impressions of a lettering filled with vitality. Even the hand-drawn
roman lettering had a living touch. Ellegaard Frederilsen met with the
artists in their studios or the basements of their dub premises. Theywere
aflame and fought against the current political regime, their soul was reflect-
ed in thei designs. Suddenly a lot ofeer's values were turned upside down.

Danuta Wroblewska was a splendid guide. One night she arranged tickets
to see Swan Lake. The ballet was not of the same high standard that EEr.
was used to in Copenhagen - but the scenery was incredible! \44-re n the
curtain was raised for the second act it revealed awhite, crystal palace.
The manifold impressions r' rr had received throughout the day had over-
whelmed his se nses and for the first time in his life, he wept at the sight of
scenery. This was not the only impression he was influenced by however.
Theyjust kept on coming!

One evening at his hotel one of his students, who was a little drunk, said
to him: 'Ifwe couldjust get hold ofyou for three months, I am sure we
could make a bloody good designer out ofyou!' Ellegaard Frederiksen felt
it was the tmth. The comme nt hit him where it hurt most. Being in Poland
was like being on a merry-go-round, his impressions were never received
in total, and quicker and quicker, round and round it turned.

The return journey to Denmark was by way of Auschwits, nor were the
group of Danes to be spared. They were shown a documentary film as an
introduction before being taken around the concentration camp. Ellegaard
Frederilsen felt itwas impossible to comprehend the extent of the genocide
that had taken place simply by observing clean and empty areas, until he
came to a room and was faced with heaps of children's shoes. He could
not stand any more.

The man who returned from Poland was not the same man who had left
Copenhagen ten days earlier. Ellegaard Frederiksen was broken. For three
years he became a manic-depressive. He describes the period of his life
thus: 'It was as if I had been given the hugest blow and was than put on a
bike to go winding down the road, without anypossibil§ ofcontrolling
my ride. I went through periods ofwild, resdess activity as well as journel,s
down in long and black tubes without a chance or hope of light at the end.'

The situation became chaotic. More personal problems were added and
his sons reached the age ofpuberty. Ellegaard Frederil<sen started to sleep
walk and during the walks to explain the wall decorations in his own homg
before he could be roused from sleep. Finally he had to seek professional
help in a hospital, where he was put into solitary confinement. In this isola-
tion EEF experienced the wallpaper lalling offthe walls in huge quantities,
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the floor tottering beneath his feet and he heard the most beautiful music
coming from the radiators. He smashed his own transistor.

In the daytime the pressures were intensified and in his sleep at nights he

seemed to find the outlet for his leelings to be set free. He cried out hatred
of everything that was putting the pressure on him, everlthing he had kept
inside now rebelled. The hidden feelings which had prevented him from
being himself now had to come out.

After three weeks in the hospital r, r,F was well but frail and seemingly
decrepit. After a further three weela of his friends'Iove and care, he was

again ready to deal with his profession. Concerning this intense and power-
ful experience he has said: 'It is thrilling to have been so far out where the
crows turn, when despite everythingyou return safely. The experiences you
have gained during the journey, you can mal<e use of later to understand
others and also because of that, perhaps be able to help them. But some-
times it can be more troublesome than helpingyourself.'

Ellegaard Frederiksen was himself again, but at the same time, in many
respects, he was a changed man. He could now accept the more artistic
and expressive side of his work. He could start to develop and explore these

previously suppressed sides of the designer's life. For E,rr a closed door had
swung wide open - and now he was allowed to enter the world of creativity,
healthy madness and artistic vigour. fsee figures rB, 19 and eo.] There are

very few, that can treat characters better than EEF carne to do. He has never
forced characters to underta.ke a certain style, instead he learnt to recognise
their possibilities. Often you can see his characters tfing shape so magnifi-
cendy and splendidly, that his old masters would perhaps have got goose

bumps. A rather dry seriffed åce is suddenly turned into an elegant and
playful ornament. He had been through and come out of his artistic fight.

From this point on however, although a lot of EEr-'s works changed, he

never altered his opinion about function. The inviolate condition of his

design was still, as he put it himself; 'The design has to work! That is rule
number one.'
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The Book ofBooks and a newspaper

. .. .;iliari:Liii i..i. !.

The religious message has been a central theme of BEr's life, even if it has

perhaps been concealed from the wider public. [He has never been the
kind ofperson who either literally or metaphorically has tried to distribute
religious pamphlets.] His devotion has been to the National Church, and
he has never been close to the sometimes narrow approach ofthe home
missions. Concerning his own mission EnF has said; 'My life would have

been so much endlessly pooreq if I had not met evangelism and been able
to share it with other like-minded people. My work came to mean a lot in
my life but if I had just had my work, it would have been less than half a life.'

His piety had its origin in KFUM'sr youngest division and later when he

started grammar school itwas a natural move for him tojoin an association
for religious grammar school students. Here he took an active part in the
associations work lending his support to, among other things, its magazine
Clmnariastbkdtl, both as typographic consultant and collaborating editor.
During his time in London he attended the services ofthe Swedish church,
which was more convenie ndy located in comparison with the Danish
church. When he came back to Copenhagen he became Vice President
of an association of religious academics.2

A central part of Epr''s contribution to his re ligion, is his work with the
typography and design of the Bible and hyrnn books. It started with a criti-
cal article he wrote in the newspaper lGistzligt Dagbtad.The publisher who
represented the Danish Bible Societf responded by arranging a meeting with

3+

Figure zr. Bible design: Book box, cover

and dust cover design as well as a double

Bible spread"

I The Danish equiralent of the vuce.
2 Kristelig Alademisk Forening
3 Det Danske Bibleselskab
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Jonas' Bog

Jona{ flugt

1 Herrens ord kom til Jonas, Amittais søn: I

I »Reis til den store by Nineve, og råb ud
L over den, at ieg har opdaget deres ond-

3 skab.« I Men Jonas ville flygte dl Tarshish, bort
fra Herren. Han tog ned til Jafo, hvor han fandt
et skib, der skulle til Tarshish. Han betalte,
hvad det kostede, og så gik han om bord for at
selle med dem til Tarshish, bon fra Herren.

q Men Herren sendte en stærk storm over ha-
vet, og den blev til en orkan, så skibet var ved

: at blive slået til vrag. I Søfolkene var bange og
råbte om hlælp til hver sin gud. De kastede la-
sren over bord for at lette skibet. Jonas havde
lagt sig nederst i skibet og var faldet i en dyb

e søvn. I Kaptajnen kom ned til ham og sagde:
»Hvorfor ligger du her og sover? Stå op og råb
til din Gud! Så vil han måske huske på os, så vi

r ikke omkommer.« lFolkene sagde til hinanden:
»Lad os kaste lod og finde ud af, hvem der er
skyld i, at denne ulykke har ramt os.« De ka-

r stede lod, og da loddet faldt på Jonas, I sagde de
til ham: ,Fortæl os dog, hvem der er skyld i, at
denne ulykke har ramt os. Hvad laver du her,
og hvor kommer du fra? Hvilket land og folk

g hører du til?« I Han svarede: »Jeg er hebræer,
og leg frygter Herren, himlens Gud, som har

ro skabt havet og det tørre land.« I Da blev mæn-
dene grebet af stor frygt og sagde til ham:
»Hvad er det, du har gjon?« De vidste, at hao
var på flugt fra Herren, for det havde haa for-

n talt dem. I »Hvad skal vi gøre ved dig, så vi kan
få havet til at falde til ro?« spurgte de, for ha-

r: vet blev mere og mere oprørt. I Han svarede:
»Tag mig og kast mig i havet, så liir I det til at
falde til ro. Jeg ved godt, at det er min skyld,

13 åt denne orkan er kommet over ier.* I Mænde-
ne prøvede nu at ro ind dl land, men de kunne

r4 ikke, for havet blev mere og mere op!ørt. I Så

råbte de til Herren: »Ak, Herre, lad os ikke
omkomme for denne mands død! Bring ikke
uskyldigt blod over os! Du, Herre, har handlet

15 efter din vilie.« I Så tog de Jonas og kastede ham
ro i havet, og havet holdt op med at rase. I Da blev

8zz

mændene grebet af stor frygr for Herren. De
bragte slagofre og aflagde løfter til Herren.

Jonas bøn

Herren befalede en stor fisk ar sluge Jo-
nas, og ]onas var i fiskens bug ue dage og
tre næter. I Fra fiskens bug bad Jonas til

Herren sin Gud:
3 I min nød råbte ieg til Herren,

og han svarede mig;
fra dgdsrigets dyb råbte ieg om hiælp,
og du h6rte mig.

a Du havde kastet mig i dybet, i havets skgd,
sEørnmene omgav mig,
alle dine brændinger og bølger
skyllede hen over mig.

5 Jeg tænkte:

Jeg er iaget bort fra dig;
Iår leg igen
dit hellige tempel at se?

o Vandet uuede mit liv,
havdybet omgav mig,
tang havde viklet sig om mit hoved.

7 Jeg var kommet ned til biergenes rødder,
iordens pone var for evigt slået i bag mig.

Men du, Herre min Gud,
lgftede mig op fra graven.

a Da mit liv var ved at ebbe ud,
huskede ieg på Herren;
min bøn nåede til dig
i dit hellige tempel.

r. KAPITEL
r z Kong t4,25
2. KAPITEL
r Matt tz,4o

t Slzo,z;t3o,t
a, Sl 42,8
5 Sl jt,z j
t Sl 69,2

't Sl tq,4
.e Sl t8,7

Figure az. Page of TIuNcw Daish Bitlt
'fratuhtion- (Thetwo formats are r68xz4o
and r47xu ro mm.)
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rer. Ellegaard Frederilaen was than given the task of designinga small
hymn book, which aroused further interest from the Danish Bible society.
Theythan asked him to design the two column standard edition of
the Bible.

It is useful to look more closely at rer's design and typography of Ttu
Nu Danish Biblz Tranlatiana published by the Danish Bible society in rgg3.

[see figrres zz, z3.fÆl continuous text has been ranged left witn a ragged
right hand edge to keep word spaces even and also give a more lively right
column edge, compared with ajustified column. All unnecessary space that
would have occurred as unequal word spacing in a justified column, is here
gathered and provides a wider space on the right side ofthe column. This is
an advantage for the overall impression ofthe spread. Normal brealingof
words has been allowed, so as not to cause too great a di{ference in the
length ofthe composed lines, which would otherwise have given a disturbed
and messy impression. To make the poetry stand out from the continuous
text it has been composed with a hanging indent of approximately 3 mm
and ranged left. Each individual line in the poeu-y occupies a separate line
and when broken lines occur the continuation has been indented by
approximatelyg.5 mm.

The problem ofvertical spacinghas been solved with the herp offull line
spaces to secure a backing up of text, a point which is especially important
in Bible design as a thinner paper has olien been used to prevent the book
from beingtoo bu\. The paper used in this design is thin oft-white and
yellow, tending towards red. This prevents reflection and translucency.

The names ofthe dilrerent boots in the Bible have been ranged left while
headings on the content page and title page have been centred. Throughout
the whole design, the Plantin typeåce has been used in dilferent type sizes.
one ofthe reasons for choosing Plantin was that it has *1s srrlk eftsn 126[-
ing in a mode rn rendering of classic types. The versions of plantin used
throughout the design are roman and italic, except for the appendix where
a word-list makes use of Plantin bold, to dilrerentiate the entries from the
explanations.

Non ranging numerals are used throughout except at the beginning of
chapters' An enlarged number, occupying a vertical space of three rines of
continuous text, marls the beginning of chapters. Instead of starting every
verse on a new line, a thin vertical line ofthe same height as an uppercase
letter, has been used to mark the change from one verse to another. The
verse numbers, for reference, have been placed to the left ofthe column, in
a smaller type size as a kind ofside note. This gives the text column a more
continuous look and is also easier to read. The line length of approximately
6l mm, has been chosen to give as few broken lines ofpoetry as possible
in relation to the type size.

Altogether it is a functional and visually appealing design and the previ-
ously neglected field ofreligious books published by the Danish Bible
Society has certainly found a devoted friend in e nr.

Ellegard Frederilsen has always closely followed the work of the Danish
Bible Society as he has been responsible for all the typographic develop
ments that have taken place under his influence. To be solely responsible
for the design of the Danish Bible might sometimes have felt lonely and
contactwith keypersons abroad has always been important. He recalls the
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Congress of the International Bible Societies organized on the occasion
of the r5oth anniversary of the Privilegierte Wtrttembergische Bibelanstalt
in Stuttgart:

I passed my eye over the circle so as to keep the situation and the individuat
attenders in my mind. And I felt it was such a priviledge to be there, with

Jan tchichold, Hermann Zapf,Beatrice Warde, Vivian Ridleq Willem
Ovink, GeorgKurt Schauer, Hans Schmoller and others, who today
are only known within a small sphere, but represent a something funda-
mental on behalf of their countries. To feel that I was not alone gave me
power as well as knowing that a small country up in the north was work-
ing for the same aims, which all of them supported.

He was also invited to the United Bible Society's conference in Reading
where, at their workshop he gave a speech about his tpography and design

of the Danish Bible.sAbout working with the most important book in the

Christian world nr,r' said:

This work has on every occasion been carried out in humility and with
respect. For how many men have been given the chance to create the
Bible of their generation? I look back in history at Plantin in Antwerp, at
Bruce Rogers in Oxford and at the coundess numbers ofbook printers,
who considered the printing of the Bible as the crown of their work.
Here itwas a question of honour.

One ofr'Er''s favourite mouthpieces has alwap been a newspaperwith
religious under tones, Kristzlig Dagblad.. Here nr,r has ofte n expresse d his

points about all kinds of things from ecclesiastic concerns to typography
and design. KtisttligtDagbla.dlike so much other religious printed matteq
suflered from underdeveloped typographic design and poverty even though
it was a very serious newspapeq often quoted by other publications. The
quality ofthe form did not follow the quality of the contents n lGistzligt

DoCbkd.

A newspaper is perhaps one of the most complicated daily typographic
productions in existence. To put so many different parts together into one

single newspaperputs huge demands on the function of the individual
paru. It is the design of each single part, and how it can create a unified
impression together with all the other parts, that is crucial in newspaper

design. The reader should receive a clearly structured, easily graspable

producteveryday. Howeveq thatwas notthe case in Denmarkandperhap,s
it came as a surprise for the public, that it was ffrå tcligt Dagblad which
became Denmark's first modern newspaper on r May 1963. [see figure 24.]

Ellegaard Frederilsen was given the task of designing a new Kritt lrCt

Dagblndby its Editor-in-Chief Bent A.Koch. He was an open-minded man
and p,r,r was given a free rein with the design. The design goal was to cre-

ate a serious product, but not a tedious newspaper with page after page

of text in wide columns aimed at the intellectually elite. Nor did he look at

any of the tabloid designs, where the sensationalists all tried to shout louder
than each other. As a basis for his design he chose Thz Times which Stanley

Morison had designed in Autumn tg3z. It was a functional and serious

newspaper with a large amount of continuous text - a suitable model for
the redesign"

The typeface, Times New Roman was also used from top to bottom in
IGistzligt Dagblad.F-llegaard Frederiksen's only objection to the typeface rras
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Erik Ellegaard Frederiksen, designer in Denmark

its semibold weight. It could onlybe used in restrained qpe sizes, as Zlz
Titrushaddone in the beginning. When the semibold is used like that it
works perfectly well, but in larger sizes, in headings made up ofmore than
two lines, it creates blocks which are too dominant and bombastic.

The most striking difference between Tfu Titncs and lGistzligt DagbladB
that the latter is ranged left whereas Tlæ Tinus is centred. l.//htte Tlu Tbwj
centred headings make the remaining space divided, IGistzligt Dagbkd,s
ranged left headings keep the space together to the right after the text. Due
to the apparendy bigger areas of white space tn Kristzligt Dagbkd, its pages
look less cluttered and due to that more Scandinavian. Allocating and
separating text clearly becomes easier for the reader.

The numbers of columns in newspapers have increased over the years.
Today the standard number of columns in Denmark and Scandinavia is

eight. From a layout point ofview this is good as it gives flexibility, but a
column width of B cicero [4r mm], does not allow for many words. Often
there are only trvo or three wordspaces on a line, as Danish words in gener-
al contain more characters than English. This tends to cause rivers ofwhite
in the continuous text. The solution is to use a consistent worC space and a
ragged right. The ragged right's word breala have to be the same as in a
justified setting, otherwise too ragged and confusing a right column edge
will result. Æthough a lot of the continuous textn Kristtligt Dagbt"odmakes
use ofequal word space and a ragged right, it does not entirely succeed in
achieving this effect.

Everything in lGistzligt Dagbladwas arranged asymmetrically and that
included the death notices. At that time ranged left death notices had never
been seen, as they are perhaps one ofthe centred typographic strongholds.
The dry response from a curateJohannes Mi.iLller was that he was pleased,
he did not have to experience his own obituary notice.

J. Mtiller's note aside, the re-design of lGistclig Dagbladwas realised with-
out any great problems. Newspaper typography and its re-design is very
often intricate as it must combine with the journalistic way ofthinking. In
most of the newspaper houses unchanging habitual thinking prevafu and
this was also the case n lGistzligt DoCblod. However with the help and support
ofthe management andjournalists, EEF succeeded in his design.

In rg8g EEF re-designed another Danish newspaper. This time it was the
weekly issued Wækmdarisenthat was given a face lift. The design was carried
out with all continuous text composed with a ragged right edge.
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The dilemma ofworking alone
As a freelance designer EEF found it diificult to come across like-minded
typographers. He worked alone in his studio and apart from the circle of
people at the Graphic College, he did not have much contact with other
colleagues. Itwas dilEcult to feel confident in terms of qualswithout the
confirmation of such colleagues. In 196o howeve4 and on EEF's own initia-
tive, a small group gathered and the suggestions and contacts ofgraphic
designers and typographers were exchanged. It was the beginning ofa
new association for people within the trade. fu The Graphic Designers'
Guildt already existed, which accepted any new members, this new associ-
ation wante d to be stricdy selective . It was better, they felt to create a small
academy, or at least a place where the elite could meet and exchange
thoughts and ideas.

Ætogether the group came to consist of about 24 members and they
named themselves stcJ [see figure 25.] One of the first thing the group did
was to put on an exhibition which displayed its members' work, including
the design ofpackages, posters, bools, calligraphy and many other types of
printed material. The censoring was severe and because of that the stan-
dard of work was hgh. In its initial phase srG published a smalljournal,
but in ge neral it was a place to meet like-minded people and to talk over
joint concerns.

The meetings ofstc almost always ended in discussions on fees however
which E,Br found extremely annoying, as he felt there were more important
mafters to talk about. One of his intentions for example, was to show what
could be done in public design3 In the eyes of rr, r they were a privileged
group with a good reputation, which could aid in creating one or two con-
tributions to the public and at the same time achieve prestige and good will
towards the group, whichwould ultimatelybe an advantage to each indi-
vidual member.

When SIG, which was established in 1959, had been in existence for
almost ten years, some product designers applied for membership.The
management of srcdecided that if the product designers could form a
group of a similar size, the two could then merge into a new association.
The president of sIc at that time was EEF and he found the union highly
positive: 'We could come into closer contact with colleagues, who certainly
work along the same line as we do and with the same kind of problems,
only in other materials. The artistic and professional leading motive
appeared to be ofajoint nature without real boundaries, except for the
material itself.'
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Figure e5. The logotype ofslc designed

byEEF.

I Tegnerforbundet
2 Sammenslutningen af Industrielle

Gra6ker ISociety of Graphic Designcrs]
is abbreviated stc. The three letters stc
in Danish mean'oneself; him, her, it and
themselves.'

3 Public printed materia.l, both on a
National and a more local level and the
general graphical face ofa town.

4 Industriel.le Designere Danmark
[Industrial Designers Dcnmark] is
abbreviated roo.
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For the second time EEF was involwed in the initial step of creating a
profcssional organisation. It was a laborious and time consuming task but
in 1969 IDnawas founded. Gradually the two organisations grew towards
one another and their members could gain experience and advice from
each other. Iior EEF the new association brought him closer to at least three
other designers who came to mean a lot to him, both in terms of support
and confirmation of his abilities. He summed up the value ofthis meeting
of minds, thus: 'The ability to learn from each other is one of the more
valuable capabilities we have.'

Overthe years the numberofmembers in too expanded due to more
relaxed criteria for admittance. The original idea was that membership of
too could only be achieved if the applicant was capable of realising some
large and arduous task, either alone or as part of a team. Today however,
designers who have only recendy graduated from their education are
accepted by the association and r,rr has often asked himself if it is time
to found anew, more closed academy, in conbastto the open membership
ofthe loo.In the same way as sIG grew in opposition to Tegnerforbunder

He was also elected for membership of a third professional association,
the Danish Design Centre,s although in this case he was not involved with
founding it. The Centre selected people who had the right qualifications as

well as skills that would be useful in forming valuable working relationships.
Another reason for hand picking the members was to prevent the Centre
from becoming a purely bureaucratic association, so it could be an organi-
sation for representatives of di{Ierent groups, schools and associations.

Over the years the Danish Design Centre has certainlyjustified its right
to exist and grown into a strong and effective organisation. Its central aim
is to make the concept of design prominent in the consciousness ofDanish
industry.

For some time EEF took an active role in the Danish Design Centre's
domestic matters.6 Here he was able to meet up with other idealistic col-
leagues, people from the industry and elsewhere who uied to achieve some-
thing through the Centre. The Danish Design Ce ntre is the only association
that mr has remained in, to the present day. At the Centre he has found
material for his many topic related articles in the journals of the trade as

well as receiving many other be nefits. By attending talks and seminars he
has gained inspiration and a feeling of being in touch with the latest and
most superior developments of design. The sincerest wish ofrEn is that:

The Danish Design Centre might be lucky enough to create an interna-
tional design school, which could become the crown of the existing
design education in Denmark. Its establishment would of course have
an influence on all of the existing schools, their staff, their qualities and
their relations with each other. It could be the beginning of a new way
ofthinking as well as a reorganisation, which is so crucial. The best out-
come would make the bits and pieces fall into the right places. We do
need this kind of change, if the whole education system is going to be
able to produce good designers for the future.

As a designer it is important to get inspiration and renewal, not to degener-
ate into dullness and apathy. Much can be achieved by readingjournals
and bools - but sometimes a fresh wind from ouside is also needed. To
EEF the three day Star Seminarsi at the Graphic Institutes in Stockholm,

4t

5 Dansk Design Center
6 Forretningsudvalget
7 S§årnseminarium
B Grafiska Institutet, which was founded

in rg44 \ Bror Zachrisson together with
Carl Zacharias Hæggstrøm.
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axranged by Bror Zachrissone were just such a fresh wind. To speak at the
seminars Zachrisson managed to engage the best people within typogra-
phy. Monotype's consultantJohn Dreyfus from England,Jan Tschichold of
course and Tom Eckersley and Hans Schmoller also from England. From
NewYork cameJoseph Blumenthal and as the crowning achievement, at
one seminar Beatrice Warde, Herman Zapf and the Swiss book designer
Ma:< Caflisch appeared. At EEF's suggestion the great printer Giovanni
Mardersteig arrived in Stockholm from Italy, as earlier when EEF had visit-
ed Mardersteig's OfficinaValdonega in Verona, he had actually managed
to convince the printer to come to one of the Star Seminars.

Together with EEF there was a permanent group of Danish visitors
attending the seminars: Eli Reime4 Bent Rohde, Austin Grandjean and
sometimes C.Volmer Nordlunde. [see figure 26.] Apart from the foreign
celebrities the group of Danes also came into contactwith their Swedish
hosts. It was a professional and human interchange which came to mean
much to the group of Danes. To rEF, as a freelance designer, working
alone from his studio, it was important to get out and meet like-minded
typographers and designers and thus to get input and inspiration.

+2

Figure 26. At a Star Seminar in Stockholm.

From left to right Nordlundg Zapf
Ellegaard Frederiksen and Reimer.

9 Bror Zachrisson (19o6-83) wrote his
PhD thesis on; ,§tzdiat in Lcgib;rtg furinbd hxt
in r965. A prominent teacher, with plenty
olinitiative in the field ofbooks and a distin-
guished designer.
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Corporate identity
Although during his time in london, EEF had not managed to gain the last

developing experiences, concerning corporate identity, with Milner Gray
at the Design Research Unit, he has still in his work within corporate iden-
tity, left his mark on Denmark. To make up for what he could not achieve as

a trainee he later studied everything he could find within the field, regularly
attending seminars, mainly based in London. Due to his tenacious effort in
his private studies he has been able to gain a poised and assured viewpoinr
Concerning the presentation of his identiry design for Pnrverbanken
he wrote:l

Our outer look is rarely a reflection of the inner man. The pedantic,
tied necktie shows care, and perhaps a little vanity. The hint of a careless

shirt tail beneath ajacket hem on an indolent youth. Good values can of
course still be found behind a creased collar, while a sober look can con-
ceal a villain. Most of us prefer the well-groomed howeveq an expression

of order and organisation. A considerate appearance. The image,
whether personal or corporate, should have friction-free function.

A company is no dilferent from the individual. A company also has a
face, an outside, which often promises more than it can produce. Some

companies are conscious of their 'face' and because of that are able to
project a positive image to the public. Others seem hazy and ill defined.
The secret is to make the most of a small number ofclear elements,
exacdy as a well dressed woman does. It sounds so easy- but it is
obviously so difficult.

A corporate identity, established in the right way, implies order,
rationalisation, better economy and a åce that is distinct to the outside
world. The consequences are, of course, rewarding for the company. If
the outside desigrr is clearly established, many of the inner relations will
consequendy be strengthened. The inside and outside are two sides of
the same thing.

When EEF's logo and corporate design is at its best, it is the letter as a
shape which is important. [see figure 27.] He makes use of the shape as an

ornament. The sign and character that have developed through the history
ofletter forms, become crucial. The shape of the letter is acknowledged

and respected but in a playful way The shapes are never forced to take on

an unnatural form, but are used to the full by a designer who knows their
possibilities as well as their limitations. Ellegaard Frederilsen has had
litde involvement in the vociferous and obtrusive logo design that has con-
tributed to the graphic contamination of our streets. His design is enter-
tainment, not in abold and loud manne! but on a sophisticated level. It is

+3

I Erik Ellegaard Frederilsen
'Nu kommer Dr,s IcN forskriften'

Iprobably from an internal publicadon
ofPnrverbanken] p.4
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design with careful attention to the minute dsteils f1a1 eflen results in the
most successfirl effect In this context function has a less dominant position
than in many ofrrrt other designs, but function is still there, cven if it
has yielded a part of its ground to the joy of artistic vigour. Ellegaard
Frederiksen is the humble servant who feels himselfresponsible for
the sophisticated pleasure ofhis spectators.

Det Danske Bibleselskab Byrge Sorensen E.Nobel Tobacco Irma-pige [a re-design]

The boolseller's owl Rosendahls Bogtq'kteri

+4

Figure 27. Symbols designed by rrr.
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A sharp and educating pen

Besides his creative work, EEF has managed to be a busy author and writer
of articles both forjournals of the trade and for daily newspapers. His arti-
cles show a serious, engaged penman whose intelligent reflections and
provocations have provided, and still provide, substance for much after-
thought in the reader. He is a man with a sharp eye for weakness, which
he identifies and then finds the solution to, by way of strong opinion. The
subject matter of his discussions has a very wide range and includes among
other things; religious concerns, public design, linguistic matters, reviews
of both exhibitions and books relating to the trade, as well as criticism
ofall forms oftypography. [see appendix l.]

His articles are mainly aimed at two groups ofreaders. In newspapers,
he has written for the public and here he has often discussed public design
as well as the question of an e{ficient design education in Denmark. In his

discussions about public design nothing is too small or too commonplacg
to be a subject for his scrutiny in bools and newspapers. This is done in a
straighforward manner, easy for the la;rman to understand. He has tried
to achieve a wider understanding among his audience of the importance
of a specialist field, namely typography, and undoubtedly he has managed
to broaden public insight into the field.r

His articles in the journals of the Danish printing trade have aimed at
changing imperfection and correcting failings, as well as keeping the typo-
graphic and graphic designers of Denmark well informed. He has also

been a diligent reviewer of individual books, both in terms oftheir typo-
graphy and content and a critic of book exhibitions. His articles are
alwap written in a pertinent, straighforward and entertaining manner.

For EEF it has been impossible not to write. It has been impossible for
him to keep quiet when something has not been the way it ought to be.
To some, EEF is seen as aperson with dogmatic ideas, which he is not
afraid to express loudly. HoweveS because of his experience, he has been
able to support his ideas in debate and discussion while he has attacked
opposingviewpoints with a sharp pen. His main aim however has alwaln
been to express his opinions clearly, in the hope that at least someone might
listen, consider and perhaps manage to change direction. This was certain-
ly the case when he came back to Copenhagen from Penguin Boola and
managed to open the book trades'sleepy eyes to a modern and functional
book design, by giving talks and writing articles. His attitude has always
been that education and a superior knowledge have obliged him to
improve and correct the imperfections and failings of the trade. Here his
own book design has been a model and support for his criticism. The

45

I Erik Spickermann asks the question:
'Why, I want to know, are tlere no qpogra-
phy critics?' in hisbook Rlryrnt E Reason

(Berlin r987) p.r3. For the reader ofDanish
newspapers EEF is a successful and a{fable
critic oftypographic and graphic design.
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central aims ofhis writing have also been of benefit to the trade and have
thus helped raise the standard ofDanish typography and graphic design.

In achieving this he has served the reader to the ultimate degree.

It has never been his intention in his writing to give himself a high profile,
and yet inevitably many of his articles have become an advertisement for
himself and his work. Penmanship was an important means via which BE,r
was able to achieve a foothold in Danish book design, from where he could
later lay the foundations of his life's work.

Until he became a freelance designer and managed to establish a sphere

offaithful clients, the income from his articles was also a vital supplement
to his work. However EEF stresses the åct that his writing has never been
intended as an advertisement for himself or a means by which he could
earn part of his living - it was simply a bi-product of his inherent opinions.

Apart from the two editions of his educational work on book typography
EEF has also written other literature. [see appendix z.] In 1956 the Knud
V Engelhardt's anniversary foundation scholarship2 was conferred on him.
In a consequence he began to write a book about the architect and printer
Engelhardt. In 1965 the book l{nud V Engelhardt: Arkitzkt og Bogtrlkkøe

fiBrryy was published. Ellegaard Frederil<sen's own description of
the book's principal subject ran thus:

Knud V Engelhardt was a pioneer, a fantastic person who, during his
whole life was absorbed in his work and the spreading ofthe message

about better design. At a time, when Art Nouveau and tortured orna-
ment was rife, he cut all of that away and explored the function, often
with very striking solutions as a result. He made new paths within letter-
ing as well as product design - longbefore the idea of design had found
its name orwas even grasped as a concept.

By writing the book rr' r has managed to prevent the man, who paved
the way in Danish design, from being forgotten. IÅe Engelhardt EEF has

the power of a newer but equally determined fighter to make the public
authorities aware ofwhat good design can mean to the wider audience.

In collaboration with two other authors, EEF wrote OfntligDetign(rg7o).
It is a book with examples and comments about how public design has

been managed in Zurich, Milan, London and Hamburg by designers and
administrators. It shows excellent examples from various areas; local trains,
coins, street-lighting the graphic face of a town and public printed material
among other thi"S. Following the publication of the book the authors
managed to produce a television programme, and not long after also held
a seminar on design with delegates from the field ofpublic design and from
various public authorities. Ideas and opinions were exchanged and new
steps initiated.

In ry76 Detdanslæ Sløfutlaswaspublished. [see 6gure 28.] Together
with EjnarPhilip, EEF wrote an overview ofgood typefaces in use in
Denmark. Every qpeface is introduced with a brief historical background
and thereafterpresented in the form of continuous text, alongwith the
whole character set.

In the modern times of nrp it may seem odd to produce a work about
how to type a book on a typewriteq but in lg77 when Bøgø på slcritmaskin
was written by EEF and his nvo partners, it was a legitimate venture. The
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ABCDEFGHIJKL
MNoPeRsruvwxyzÆøÅ

abcdefghilklmn
oqprstuvwxyzæøå

123,r567890

ABCDEFGHI'KLM
NoPResruvwxyzÆøA

ebcdcfghiiklmn
opqrstuywxyz.aå

t23.t567890

Figure 28. Gill Sans as presented

in Dct daulu Sh!/hflø (I4oxzz5 mm).

2 KVE Mindelegat is annually given
to a man or woman 'who within the field of
the applied arts has proved to have special
design qualifications, especially within the
areas which were specified in the catalogue
ofthe art exhibition at Charlottenborg in
tgz7, and because ofthat have always created
designs which, in a functional manner,
achiwe their aims.' [Translated from the
directions ofthc foundation pardy published
in rrr's r(nzd VEngciltardt: AtkiltV og Bogtgtk*tr
r88z-r93t, p.tz5l
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Bembo

ABCDEF
GHIJKLM
NOPQRS
TUV§TXY
ZrT,ØA12
34567890

abcdefghU
klmnopqr
stuvwxyz
æØå&?!:,
r234S6l
B9o

Figure eg. A double sprcad of Bemt'o in

Slcrifiatlas (page size zroxa6o mm). book is typed on a typewriter and is a useful and perceptive introduction
on how to think oftechnology as a tool.

A book aimed mainly at signwriters and inscribers was edited by nrn
in rggo. [see figure zg.] In Sffitlashe has summed up 5o alphabets which
could be usefLl in any given context. He has also tried to solve the problem
of the special features of three Danish characters Ææ, Øø, Åå. This is
important as literature in the area - mainly English - rarely deals with
these characters. Character sets which only have ranging numerals have
been complemented with non ranging numerals and vice versa.

A book not published on EEF's own initiative'rs B ogstaælig tah r r r. Here
Jørgen Harne has made a selection ofEEF's many articles to reflect some
of his opinions and make them available in book form for a wider audience.
The book was published to celebrate mn's Toth birthday on zg April 1994.

Ellegaard Frederiksen, the man named 'the doyen of Danish book
aesthetics' has not only in his design, but, as this chapter has shown, also
in his writings, always fought against the mundane and the ugly From his
studio in Fiolstræde in the heart of Copenhage n, he is today working with
the same far sighted vigour to spread the message of function and aesthetics.

It is hoped that Erik Ellegaard Frederikse n will continue to do so for a
longtime.


